Abstract
A revisionist view of Bartolome de las Casas as the ‘author’ of the introduction of African slaves to the Indies-Americas in the early 16th century. The article details Las Casas’ thinking and actions and concludes that while Las Casas did—among other contemporaries—suggest the importation of African slaves to lift the burden of oppression off the Amerindians, his perspective and view was altered radically in the last third of his life. The article explores the meaning of African slavery in the context of the place and time where Las Casas grew up—Andalucia in southern Spain—where slavery was quite different from the way it developed on the plantations of the Americas. And the article relates how Las Casas’ theoretical and practical defense of Amerindians eventually was extended by Las Casas’ into a defense of liberty for all men, including African slaves.

In 1516, to preserve the rapidly dwindling Taino population of the island of Española, Bartolome de las Casas (1485–1566) suggested importing some black and white slaves from Castile. He has been pilloried ever since for hypocritically advocating the initiation of the African slave trade in defense of American Indians.1 What did Las Casas really advocate? Was he the first to do so as so many have claimed?2 Did he sustain and defend his advocacy of the slave trade over the years? And, perhaps most important, how have scholars finally determined where Las Casas fits into the origins and nature of the African slave trade?3

Las Casas is far more complicated than the simple labels appended to him by both his supporters and detractors over the past five centuries. As ‘protector of Indians,’ a title he received from Cardinal Ximénez de Cisneros in 1516, he waged a lifelong war against the encomendero class of conquistadors and settlers whose actions—deliberate or accidental—caused a demographic disaster on the American Indians of unprecedented order. In that single minded—some would say paranoic—devotion can be found the origins of Las Casas and his advocacy of the African slave trade.

To understand the world in which Las Casas grew to manhood in Seville, we have to first turn to the Portuguese. In their maritime expansion down the coast of Africa they eventually arrived in the area of Senegal and captured some Africans brought back to Portugal and sold into slavery.4 We know that the Portuguese slave trade simply took advantage of a slave system already well developed in West Africa. As John Thornton wrote in his path breaking book, ‘slavery was widespread and indigenous in African society, as was, naturally enough, a commerce in slaves.5 Research in the last several generations, as exemplified by work done by John Thornton, Herbert Klein, David Eltis, and others, piggybacking sometimes on the work of earlier scholars, has pointed out clearly that African slavery was very much in existence and flourishing in such precolonial African empires as Dahomey and Ashanti (modern Benin and Ghana).6 And furthermore, the growth and development of this widespread slavery in Africa were ‘largely independent of the Atlantic trade’ which was pioneered by the Portuguese.7
Thornton summarized a whole generation of new research that very much corrected popular misconceptions of the African slave trade. ’Thus,’ he wrote, ‘…the slave trade (and the Atlantic trade in general) should not be seen as an ‘impact’ brought in from outside and functioning as some sort of autonomous factor in African history. Instead, it grew out of and was rationalized by the African societies who participated in it and had complete control over it until the slaves were loaded onto European ships for transfer to Atlantic societies.’8

This modern view gives credence to the Portuguese position that they were simply trafficking in people already in bondage, thus making the slave trade a ‘just’ trade and legal within the accepted norms of the age. By the time the young Las Casas reached the Indies for the first time in 1502 the Portuguese had been importing African slaves into Iberia for half a century.9 Many of these slaves were carried to southern Spain where most were employed in domestic service in urban centers such as Seville where Las Casas was born and grew up.10

The slaves in southern Iberia were rarely used in agriculture or plantation slavery as would develop in the Americas. Rather they fit into society much like the Moorish slaves who preceded them, eventually being absorbed into the local society, becoming members of Christian brotherhoods, developing a significant free colored population, and, as Klein noted, these ‘African slaves readily adopted the culture, language, and religion of their masters.’11

The plantation slavery that evolved in the Americas was not pioneered in the warm, southern regions of Iberia, but rather on the Atlantic islands, especially the Madeiras, the Canaries, and São Tomé in the Gulf of Guinea. By 1550, São Tomé had over 60 sugar mills and between 5,000 and 6,000 plantation slaves.

How conscious was the boy Las Casas of African slaves in his hometown of Seville as he grew to manhood at the end of the 15th century? They may have numbered at least 10% of the population by the early 16th century. Notarial records from 1501 to 1525 indicate 5,271 slaves in Seville, and of these almost 4,000 were listed as blacks or mulattoes.12 They were certainly visible and accepted as a part of the local scene, working in urban industries, going to Church, forming part of the general population, not particularly deprived, oppressed, or stripped of much of their humanity as would occur in the plantations of the Americas by the 18th century. They were well acculturated into early modern Hispanic society and there was even a small but significant element of free blacks in the population, manumitted by either owners or having bought their way to freedom through Spain’s slave codes. Numbers of Africans and their descendants in southern Spain worked in the maritime industries as well, some as sailors in the Atlantic commerce. It was this form of slavery that Las Casas was acquainted with when he suggested importing more slaves to the islands of the Caribbean in 1516.

Between 1502 and 1510 on the other hand he witnessed the brutal subjugation of the Tainos on the island of Española by Spanish settlers. Driven largely by an unbridled greed, they exploited the Tainos through outright slavery or by applying the enco-
mienda to extract their labor. It is Las Casas’ testimony as an eye witness we are interested in.

For about 10 years, or until 1511 when Las Casas accompanied an armed band of conquistadors to Cuba in the ‘pacification’ of that island, he witnessed the cruelty of the Spanish which he eventually recorded in his History of the Indies. He extracted the most egregious examples of his fellow countrymen’s behavior at mid-century and in 1552 published a short tract entitled A Brief History of the Destruction of the Indies. The Brief History achieved an almost instant notoriety among Spanish readers and it was soon translated.
into other European languages. Within a few years the Black Legend was well underway, based in large part on the Brief History (Fig. 1).

In the conquest of Cuba, Las Casas crossed the thin line dividing Las Casas the settler from Father Las Casas the Christian priest. A particular brutal and senseless massacre at Caonao in 1514 drove him into the camp of the Dominican reformers he had met earlier in 1510 on Española. An encomendero himself since his early days on Española, he gave away his encomienda Indians and started to preach against the settlers and their encomiendas which he viewed as the principle instrument of oppression destroying the Indians. Unable to convince the conquistadors to come to their senses and follow his leadership, Las Casas came upon an idea that eventually haunted him the rest of his life.

Some settlers complained to him that the Dominicans would not confess and absolve them if they did not set the Indians free. Las Casas listened, although agreeing totally with his friends the Dominicans.

‘If we could each get licenses to bring a few dozen Negro slaves from Spain or Africa,’ they suggested, ‘it would go better with the Indians.’ There were already a few Africans on the island—some slave and some free—, and the sugar industry was underway, sugar cane having been imported as early as Columbus’s voyages at the end of the 15th

![Fig. 1. An imagined scene of Bartolomé de las Casas and an American Indian. The Indian represents Las Casas’ lifelong devotion as protector of American Indians, while the pose with pen and quill certainly catches Las Casas’ incredibly prodigious career as chronicler, historian, and polemicist of the Indies. Painted in 1876 by Constantino Brumidi for the Capitol, Washington, DC. Credit: Architect of the Capitol.](image-url)
century. It was a natural fit, especially as the Indians were dying off in disastrous numbers and sugar fetched a good price in Europe.

Las Casas would do anything to lift the burden of oppression and death off the Indians. Typically tunnel-visioned, he picked up on the idea, and in 1517–1519 he suggested to young King Charles’s counselors that a license be issued to import Negro slaves directly from Spain or Africa to the islands. Later on he reflected on this.

‘This suggestion to issue a license to bring Negro slaves to the Indies was made first by the cleric Casas [he frequently wrote of himself in the third person], not seeing how unjust the Portuguese were in taking slaves [on the coast of Africa]. Later on he realized how unjustly and tyrannically Africans were taken slaves, in the same fashion as Indians.’

Two sides of Las Casas’ character emerge: one, Las Casas was quite honest in his admission of shortsightedness; and two, he was totally devoted to the Indians, so much so that he failed initially to see the implications of advocating licenses to import African slaves.

The young King Charles and his largely Flemish advisers took a liking to this passionate priest from Seville with his reports of life in the Indies. They followed up on his suggestion to import African slaves to reduce the devastating impact of the Europeans on the Indians and so the call went down to Seville to kick off this trade. It was thought that 4,000 slaves would do for the four islands of Española, San Juan [Puerto Rico], Cuba, and Jamaica.

Las Casas later was sorry for all of this. The Indians he meant to save remained ‘in captivity until there were none left to kill,’ and black slavery spread like a stain across the New World. What is interesting is that historiographically, with a few notable exceptions, historians, polemicists, and apologists have clung to the old canard that Las Casas was the first to advocate African slavery to the Americas, and, secondly, that it was basically a thoughtless, cruel, unexamined and hypocritical act.

One, he was not the first to advocate or import African slaves to the Americas, and, two, he later deeply repented for having contributed to this trade and its devastating consequences for Africans in New World plantations.

Exactly when the first African slaves were introduced into the Caribbean islands is not known. We know there were Africans—slave and free—on Española from even before the end of the 15th century. They accompanied Columbus and other early explorers.

When Las Casas suggested importing more African slaves he was probably thinking of African slavery as he knew it from his childhood in Seville and its environs. It was not the degrading form of plantation slavery later developed by the Portuguese, English, and French for example in other parts of the Americas in the 17th and 18th centuries. It was an urban form of slavery already described above, with Africans well integrated into the local society of Andalucia, with their religious brotherhoods, acculturated to Spanish, practicing crafts and skills in the community, some, in fact, becoming freedmen.

Slavery was part of life in the 16th century, an accepted form of servitude since ancient times, and unquestioned by anyone—theologians, philosophers, statesmen, anyone who spoke with authority in the community. For Las Casas to be held accountable for the future of the slave trade as it evolved in the 17th and 18th centuries is akin to pilloring Columbus for all the sins of Europeans in the wake of the discovery. Las Casas was no more prescient than any other of his contemporaries. Yet, curiously enough, different from most of his contemporaries, he did turn on the slave trade later in life, long before the morality of the slave trade was challenged by abolitionists almost 200 years later (Fig. 2).
At mid-century, Las Casas restudied the documents of the early period of discovery, poring over the reports of voyages by merchants and navigators in the service of Portugal and Spain—such as Christopher Columbus himself—to Guinea, to the Congo, to the Canary Islands. He began to perceive the nature of African slavery in its true dimensions and denounced it in his *History* as he worked in the Dominican monastery of San Pablo in Seville in the early 1550s.

‘The Portuguese,’ Las Casas wrote, ‘had made a career in much of the past of raiding Guinea and enslaving blacks, *absolutely unjustly* [emphasis added]. When they saw we [the Spanish sugar planters and sugar mill operators on the islands] had such a need of blacks and they sold for high prices, the Portuguese speeded up their slave raiding… They took *slaves in every evil and wicked way they could*. And blacks, when they saw the Portuguese so eager on the hunt for slaves, they themselves used unjust wars and other lawless means to steal and sell to the Portuguese.’

‘And we,’ Las Casas reflected, ‘are the cause of all the sins the one and the other commit, in addition to what we commit in buying them.’

Slavery, of course, had been in existence since antiquity and Christians and the Church accepted slavery as legal. But the Atlantic slave trade was new and Las Casas was persuaded to denounce this trade from his experience as an eye witness in the Indies, and from the documentary record preserved by Portuguese chroniclers.

Las Casas recorded one of the first Portuguese slaving expeditions to Africa in 1444 in his *History* by using the chronicle written by the Portuguese Gómez Eanes de Zurara. It is a story filled with cruelty and sadness. The Eanes de Zurara accounts provoked great ire, disappointment, and chastisement as Las Casas contemplated the scenes. They included the division of families, children stripped from parents, mothers clinging to their toddlers, husbands divided from wives. As Eanes recalled in a callous phrase, ‘the partition took a lot of trouble.’

---

Fig. 2. This map shows the immense spread of the African slave trade, and its impact, on the Atlantic world. It began with the relatively thoughtless suggestion by Las Casas to alleviate the cycle of work and death which had been imposed by the Spanish on the Amerindians of the Greater Antilles, especially of Española and Cuba. Las Casas later turned against the slave trade and slavery itself, but by then the infamous African slave trade, driven by the plantation economics of the New World, was well underway. Credit: PBS and NYLife documentary (http://www.slaveryinamerica.org).
Eanes attempted to excuse this pitiful scene by emphasizing that, at least, the Africans were brought to Christianity in subsequent years. ‘He seems,’ Las Casas weighed in, ‘little less foolish than the Infante [Prince Henry the Navigator], unable to see that neither the Infante’s good intentions [Henry refused to take possessions of his slaves, but allowed them to be taken by others, to preserve ‘his good conscience’], nor the good results that later followed [conversion], excused the sins of violence, the deaths, the damnation of those who perished without faith or sacrament, the enslavement of the survivors.’

Las Casas continued, ‘nor did [good] intention or results make up for the monumental injustice. What love, affection, esteem, reverence, would they have, could they have for the faith, for Christian religion, so as to covert to it, those who wept as they did, who grieved, who raised their eyes, their hands to heaven, who saw themselves, against of the law of nature, against all human reason, stripped of their liberty, of their wives and children, of their homeland, of their peace?’ Las Casas saw no mitigating circumstance that could assuage the monstrosity of the slave trade.

As noted, the legitimacy of slavery as an institution was hardly questioned during Las Casas’ lifetime. What divided some scholars and philosophers was the question of a just war.22 If declared ‘just,’ then the enslavement of prisoners and captives was acceptable. If the war was not just, as Las Casas claimed in attacking all violence done on the Indians, then the taking of captives and enslaving them was illegal.

Some—such as the Dominican scholar Francisco de Vitoria—did question the Portuguese enslavement of Africans. Were they captured in just wars? What indeed was a just war? Concurrently, could Christians engage in just wars since all wars were wrapped in violence, and Jesus Christ, at the very core of Christianity, did not condone violence?

Secondarily, but no less important, was whether one could use force to evangelize. Suffice it to say that there were some who agreed with, and some who denied such a position. Returning to Las Casas and the African coast, it became increasingly clear to Las Casas that neither rationalization—just war or the use of force—could be invoked to take and sell slaves. The question was, of course, complicated by taking place along the coasts and interior of West and Central Africa, at a far remove from the common experiences of Europeans.

Were the slaves sold to the Portuguese already slaves in their own societies, and thus could be purchased with no damage to one’s moral and spiritual scruples, as the Portuguese claimed?23 Francisco de Vitoria waffled a bit on this question. Vitoria declared that if deception had been used to capture Africans, then it “must have been a bit of an exception. If the king of Portugal…has authorized this traffic, he must have reasonable motives for doing so, as it is not likely that he would ‘permit such inhumanity, nor that no one would point it out to him.’”24 This was a bit disingenuous on the part of the famous Salamancan scholar, trying to explain away the possibly illegal acts of a Christian prince such as the King of Portugal as an oversight.

The argument that enslavement was a natural step to Christianity was dismissed contemptuously by Las Casas and other of his like-thinking contemporaries.25 Furthermore, it not was until late in the 17th century, more than a full hundred years after Las Casas’ death, that slavery began to be seriously questioned.26 In a text that Gustavo Gutiérrez labeled ‘the most extensive and spirited abolitionist call of the time,’ a Capuchin friar named Francisco José Jaca de Aragón denounced slavery in 1681.27

But, as Gutiérrez pointed out, generally speaking, the documents—our voices from these years—‘only protest abuses, call for decent treatment, forbid the enslavement of Christian converts, and recall the exigencies of being brothers and sisters in Christ.’28 The great jurists and political thinkers of the 17th century, such as Hugo Grotius,
Thomas Hobbes, and John Locke for example, ‘not only do not question, but actually seem to justify black slavery as integral to social harmony, and the logic of power.’

With the above background, let us return to Las Casas and the 16th century. There were Africans—as slaves and free men—in the Indies as early as 1502, for in that year a group came over with Nicolas de Ovando, the new governor of Española. In 1516, Las Casas asked that ‘in place of the Indians which are needed in those communities, Your Highness should provide 20 negroes or other slaves for the mines, with necessary food, and this will be of a greater service and more profit for Your Highness because much more gold will be collected than is now being collected by Indians now bent over in that labor.’

Las Casas did not suggest enslaving people in Africa who were not already slaves, nor did he attach any ethnic or racial label to the slaves of Castile, black, or white. He simply wanted to lift the burden off the backs of the Indians, and since slavery was accepted throughout the Western world, why not import slaves?

Las Casas has often been excoriated for this suggestion. He was not, however, an isolated example of a Spaniard who wished to bring slaves to the Indies. As early as 1510, a member of the cabildo (or town council) in Santo Domingo, Cristóbal de Tapia, petitioned the Crown to allow the importation of black slaves. Sometime in this time period, Gil González Dávila, the comptroller of Española, made the same suggestion, while the Hieronymite friars sent to govern the island in 1517 came up with a similar strategy. In a letter written in 1516 or 1517 by the Dominicans on Española—including the prior Pedro de Córdoba—they asked that the Indians be taken away from the Spaniards and ‘as temporary compensation to the Christians and to their farms... His Highness grant them license to import slaves.’

Gutiérrez rightly comes to the conclusion: ‘As we see, Bartolomé was not alone in his request.’ Las Casas continued to advocate the importation of African slaves over the next several decades. Various petitions and letters, dating from 1518, 1531, and lastly in 1543, all suggested or requested that slaves be shipped to the Indies. Until mid-century, when a dramatic about face took place in his attitude toward slavery and the slave trade, Las Casas merely mirrored the prevailing philosophical and social currents of his age. But then something happened, as Gutiérrez records: ‘After his last involvement in the matter (1543), things began to change. There cannot be the least doubt of a reversal in his thinking. We have forthright, painful documents expressing his repentance for the blindness in which he had lived up to the middle of the 16th century.’

In 1547, on his return from the Indies to Castile, Las Casas stopped in at Lisbon. It was probably during this visit that he learned of Portuguese chronicles describing exploration and exploits down the African coast. As he delved deeper and deeper into the slave trade, and slavery itself, he found himself being changed by the very same process that had so radically altered him from settler/encomendero to protector of Indians. He could not reconcile the Jesus Christ he knew from Scripture with the cruel reality of the growing slave trade (Fig. 3).

On advocating the importation of slaves back in 1516, Las Casas wrote ‘the cleric [he often wrote in the third person], many years later, regretted the advice he gave the king on this matter—he judged himself culpable through inadvertence—when he saw proven that the enslavement of blacks was every bit as unjust as that of the Indians. It was not, in any case, a good solution he had proposed, that blacks be brought in so Indians could be freed. And this even he thought that the blacks had been justly enslaved. He was not certain that his ignorance and his good intentions would excuse him before the judgment of God.’
What produced such a profound change? It flowed from three major sources. One was Scripture. How could one reconcile the love of Jesus Christ with the inhumanity of the trade? The second was the testimony of the Portuguese chroniclers themselves, especially Go´mez Eanes, whose accounts were heart rending. And the third was Las Casas' own experience with slavery, both Indian and African. What was different was that at this point in his life he was beginning to conflate the Indian experience with slavery with the African one.

When this illumination took place we do not know exactly, but it is clear that Las Casas considered Indian slavery and African slavery in the same breathe, and both were illegal and tyrannical.

‘This note to give license to bring black slaves to these lands was first given by the cleric Casas, not taking into account the injustice with which the Portuguese captured and enslaved them; then, having discovered this, he would not for all the world advocate this, for he held enslaving them both unjust and tyrannical; and the same goes for the Indians.’42 Gutiérrez’ translator renders it slightly differently.

‘Accordingly, he [Las Casas] adds, speaking of himself:…’ But after he found out, he would not have proposed it for all the world, because blacks were enslaved unjustly, tyrannically, right from the start, exactly as the Indians had been.43 [italics added]
We have been following a long thread here, from Las Casas first suggesting the importation of a few black and/or white slaves from Africa or Spain in 1516 to a full blown denouncement at mid-century of the African slave trade he had once advocated. Once Las Casas accepted the truth that the African slaves in the plantations and mines of the Indies were as equally oppressed as the Indians, then it was but one step further to denounce not only the slave trade, but also African slavery itself, which was a big step far beyond the box of the accepted norms in the 16th century (Fig. 4).

Las Casas the documentary historian left no doubt where his sympathies lay. He discovered in the Portuguese chronicles of the slave trade all the evidence he needed to pronounce Portuguese behavior illegal, immoral, and plain horrific. He contemptuously dismissed the ‘we-did-this-to-covert-them-to-Christianity’ excuse as a pitiful defense of a heinous crime.

The conclusion to Chapter 24 in the first volume of Las Casas’ History leaves no doubt where he stood on the issue of the Portuguese enslavement of Africans to send to the Indies.

‘Even the historian himself [Gómez Eanes], and the people who stood around, wept with compassion over the sorry affair, especially when they saw the separation of children from parents, of mothers and fathers from children. It is obvious, the error, the self-deception of those people back then. Please God it did not last, it does not still last [a misplaced hope it turns out]. It is from his exclamations, so I think, that the historian [again Eanes] shows the event to be the horror that it is, though later he seems to soft-soap it, to blur it with the mercy and goodness of God. If anything good did come of it later, it all came from God. What came from the Infante [Prince Henry the Navigator] and the raiders he sent out was brutality, theft, tyranny—nothing more.’

If Las Casas was sympathetic to the slave trade, the evidence will have to come from somewhere other than his own testimony which is clear, condemnatory, absolutely, and unequivocally straightforward.
While the Portuguese are held to account in the main, he does not excuse Spaniards whose greed in fact drove the slave trade. As Gutiérrez noted, “Spanish interests motivated the slavers. To boot, greed is infections, with the result that the Africans themselves began to wage ‘unjust wars’ and take other ‘illicit ways’ to make slaves and sell them to the Portuguese,” who then transported them across the Atlantic to be sold in the Spanish and Portuguese (largely Brazil) plantations of the New World.45

At the core of the illegal and inhumane slave trade, Las Casas, as a Christian missionary friar imbued with Scripture, spoke clearly. He laid the blame squarely on sin, of which greed and cupidity are two of the most egregious transgressions of God’s commandments. An historiographical question whose answer remains somewhat ambiguous is did Las Casas condemn slavery across the board as an evil as strongly and clearly he condemned the slave trade? These are two related but distinct issues. He had no problem in labeling the slave trade evil and illegal: evil within the context of Christian doctrine and illegal within the Thomistic doctrine of natural law that all men are born free, and deserve to remain free. Las Casas simply extended his doctrinal defense of Indians to the slave trade. Gutiérrez, Parish and other biographers of Las Casas conclude that his condemnation of the slave trade extended to slavery itself, placing Las Casas awkwardly against the norms of his age since the abolitionist movement is not thought to have begun until the 18th century.46

But this interpretation is consistent with Las Casas and his fervent defense of the Indians. He extended this passion—some would claim his obsession—to the slave trade, and finally to slavery itself as practiced in the Indies, whose face was of course largely either Indian or black. That it put him at odds with prevailing sentiments, legal traditions, and contemporary practices weighed little on his balance of doing what he thought was right or wrong.

The man often pilloried for advocating, hypocritically, the initiation of the African slave trade was instead one of the philosophical and spiritual progenitors of the abolitionist movement that sprang to life a century and a half after he died47 (Fig. 5).

None of these findings and interpretations was entirely novel or unknown to scholars of earlier generations. What seems to have been operating here was the old Black Legend versus White Legend view of the Conquest. Blame for the African slave trade was attributed to the acts of the Portuguese and Spaniards, and Las Casas was an easy target given his outspoken and prominent place among chroniclers of the 16th century. Benjamin Keen’s wonderful introductory essay, ‘Approaches to Las Casas, 1535–1970,’ in the book he and Juan Freide edited on *Bartolomé de las Casas in History*, traces the pro- and anti-Lascasian sentiments over a four and a half century span.48 As Keen noted, holding ‘Las Casas responsible for the beginnings of the African slave trade to the Americas [was a] canard…to have a long life.’49

It is a canard that has run its course and needs to be dismissed as part of the long polemic on the Encounter. What we need is an honest interpretation of the life of Las Casas, one striped both of sentimentality and advocacy. He emerges as a curmudgeonly figure, given to holding grudges and taking his enemies seriously, a prophetic-like character in the mold of the Jeremiah of the Old Testament. He divided people everywhere he went, pronouncing and acting in the interests of Amerindians across the Indies. In doing so he articulated a remarkable apologetic based on all the religious and secular resources he could muster, and they were considerable, as he proved in a debate at mid-century against the leading Aristotelian scholar of all Spain, Juan Gines de Sepúlveda. Always at the center of Las Casas’ arguments was Scripture, and it was from Scripture, interpreted by such giants as his fellow Dominican, Thomas Aquinas, that he founded his defense of
Indians based on the understanding that all men were in fact born free to determine their destiny. To strip them of this freedom was tyranny, and he moved slowly over three decades of his life to extend the application of those principles from Amerindians to Africans. It is more suitable and truthful to give him credit for that contribution to the history of human rights, than to continue to hold him responsible for introducing African slaves into the New World.

Short Biography

Lawrence Clayton’s research in the past 10 years has focused on the life of the Dominican Bartolomé de las Casas (1485–1566). A short book, Bartolomé de las Casas and the Conquest of the Indies is in preparation for an undergraduate series published by Wiley Blackwell while a much longer biography is now under review by several university presses. His earlier books include a textbook co-authored with Michael Conniff, A History of Modern Latin America (2003), Peru and the United States: the Condor and the Eagle (1998), and The De Soto Chronicles (1985) which he co-edited. He received his undergraduate degree from Duke and his PhD from Tulane where he studied with Richard Greenleaf. In between Duke and Tulane he spent two years in the Navy as an officer on
an amphibious warfare ship with numerous cruises in the Caribbean and Mediterranean. He has been on the faculty at the University of Alabama since 1972 in the Department of History and also directs the Latin American Studies Program.
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Pancho said, ‘Listen here; I’m not too good on catechism, but to me it looks like Jesus Christ came to the world for the Negroes as well as the Indians.’

And, so having said that, Pancho ordered ‘Take down that priest and burn him!’’ [author’s translation].
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18 Las Casas, Obras completas, V, p. 2324.
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